
Smart Photo Editor Studio 
by L. Davenport 

Smart Photo Editor is another photo editing tool from Anthropics Technology. It comes with many preferences that you can tweak to adjust the 
colors, contrast, etc. of your photos. It also comes with thousands of effects that you can apply to your photo. These effects can be used as the final 
look of your photo or can be the starting point for you to make further modifications. 

The Tools 
Effects Gallery:  

Along the right side of the Smart Photo Editor window are all of the tools: The top button brings up the Effects Gallery which is the centerpiece of 
Smart Photo Editor (Figure 1). These are “Community-supplied” effects. Meaning that Smart Photo Editor users have donated effects to the library 
so others would be able to use them too. The center of the Smart Photo Editor window can display either the single photo image or the Effects 
Gallery grid. 

I must admit that at first (before I watched the tutorials) I was overwhelmed when I started cycling through the 656 pages of effects. How would I 
find the needed effect? Even with the Gallery showing 12 at a time - it would take forever to find the exact effect that I wanted. Fortunately I discov-
ered that these effects are grouped into styles to speed your workflow. I will only list a few for each style just to give you an idea of what is available. 
Dramatic, Realistic, and Artistic. Each of these are broken down to the following category settings: 

Light: Brighten, High Key, Low key, brighten, Darken, Vingette… 
Color: Vibrance, Black & White, Posterized, Infrared, Dualtoe, Sepia… 
Detail: Contrast, Sharpen, Depth of Field, Dehaze, HDR… 
Artist: Watercolor, Oil, Ink, Pencil, Crayon, Andy Warhol, Van Gogh… 
Style: Vignette, Graphic, Antique, Comic, Grunge, Gothic, Horor Film… 
Borders: Classic, Vintage, Contemporary, Creative, Triptych… 
Mood: Gritty, Snow, Dusk, Rain, Spring, Summer, Sunrise… 
On Trend: Hipster, HDR, Boken 

There are also “Best for” buttons that will refine the search of effects best for: Portraits, Landscapes, Seascapes, Flash, Abstract, Night/Dark, and 
Macro.  

Figure 1. The Effects Gallery is the centerpiece of Smart Photo Editor. This is only page 2 of 656 available effects that 
you can apply to your photos. 



Once you get familiar with what 
is available, you can also use the 
search field to locate the exact effect 
that you want. 

Select Area: The “Select Area” win-
dow (Figure 2) lets you choose the 
area type that you want to modify. A 
different set of Gallery Effects appear 
depending on your selection. 

Image Treatment: The Image 
Treatment button will bring up slider 
controls for Auto Fixes, Levels, Con-
trast and colors. 

Composite: This is used to paste one 
image on top of or behind another. 
Such as adding  person in front of a 
beach scene. 

Erase: You can use this tool to re-
move unwanted objects such as litter, 
spots, and telephone wires from the photo and then replace it with another part of the background - similar to the Clone tool in other programs. 
With Smart Photo Editor you start by painting/selecting the area to be replaced with a brush and then a blue line outlines the selected area. Immedi-
ately a similar red outline will appear a little distance away (with a connecting arrow). Where it differs from others is that the area that you will be 
cloning from is movable - simply grab the red outline and move it somewhere else. You can also split the red (cloned from) selection and then move 
the different sections to different parts of the background (Figure 5). This way you can more precisely align the different parts of the cloned back-
ground to fit the new locations. Sweet! 

Red Eye: This removes the dreaded red eye/pupil that happens when a flash picture is taken. 

Text: You can add text, captions or watermarks to your photos. The options are limited to: Font type, Bold/Italic/Underlined. Size, Color, Opacity, 
and justification. 

Figure 3. I used the “Image Treatment” sliders to correct the coloring and contrast of this photo, masked out the sky and telephone 
wires, and then replaced it with a new sky.

Figure 2. The “Select Area” window lets you choose the type of area that you want to modify, such as 
the Sky, Ground, and Water. There is also a Skin option for modifying portraits (Figure 2).



Crop & Rotate: These are self-explanatory. 

Straighten: Sometimes when you don’t have a tripod 
on hand, the result is a photo where the horizon isn’t 
quite straight. Other times your image/buildings may 
have a perspective distortion. The Straighten tool can fix 
these problems quickly and easily. 

Masking & Selection tool: Masking out sections of a 
photo is usually a big hassle. Smart Photo Editor has 
made it very easy. You have two options: a Lasso tool or 
an Edge Finder tool. I prefer the Edge finder tool. It 
seems to know if you are dragging along the edge of a 
building or hard surface. It stays outside the buildings 
area - unless you purposefully drag it into the building.  

If you make a loop, it will place a bucket at the center 
of the loop, letting you fill in the area with one click. 

Effects Editor: You can create or edit your own or exist-
ing effects which you can then share with the commu-
nity of Smart Photo Editor users. 

Effects History List: Smart Photo Editor has an “Effects History List” that lines the top of the window. As you add an effect to your photo, a new 
thumbnail appears in this list. Each effect builds 
upon the previous one.  

You can go back and edit an effect by clicking on 
the thumbnail image and then start tweaking it. If 
you want to delete an effect, simply click on the 
“X” in the top right corner of the thumbnail. You 
can also make changes to the area selection by 
clicking on the mask thumbnail. So the Effects 
History List makes it easy to navigate and edit the 
effects you have applied to your photo.  

Batch Processing: You can apply an effect to a 
folder of photos. Smart Photo Editor will then 
automatically open, edit, and save your images with 
just one click. This would be helpful if (for exam-
ple) you wanted to use the same effects on a series 
of photos to give them all a vintage look/feel. 

Smart Photo Editor Versions 
There are two Smart Photo Editor versions - a 
Standard and a Studio version. the only difference 
between the two is that the Studio version also works as a Photoshop or Photoshop Elements plug-in. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: This would be a good tool for people that want most of the modifying work done for them. The 1000’s of effects is the real draw for this 
program. I also like being able to slice up selections for the Erase/Cloning tool.  
Requires: 64-bit macOS 10.7 or later, 2GB RAM minimum, 1GHz processor or faster recommended 
Company: Anthropics Technology Ltd. 
Price: Standard version: $29.95, Studio Version: $49.95 
Available Trial Copy 

Figure 5.  Smart Photo Editor’s Erase/Cloning tool’s “Clone from” selection can be di-
vided up into multiple parts (3 are shown here). You can then move each part separately 
to get the best match for the area that you want replaced/erased.

Figure 4. I was able to use Smart Photo Editor’s Skin and Erase tools to smooth her 
skin a little and remove the most predominant spots on her face.

https://www.anthropics.com/smartphotoeditor/
https://www.anthropics.com/smartphotoeditor/download/

